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TROUBLESHOOTING

lohn W. Dolan
LC Troubleshooti ng Editor

It's Gonna Break

rom the days of my involvement

in the Boy Scouts, both as a

youth and a leader, I have no

trouble remembering the motto: "Be Pre-

pared." This also is a good motto for

those of us involved in using liquid chro-

matography (LC) methods to get our

daily work accomplished. Just because

LC is, by some accounts, the most

widely used anall'tical technique in the

world, does not mean that it is the most

reliable technique. Every LC method will

fail, sooner or later. One of the signs of a

competent chromatographer is the abiliry

to get that failed method back up and

running quickly. Aithough wisdom and

troubleshooting strategies are gained with

years of experience, there are some fairly

simple practices that can trump years of

experience. This is the subject of this

month's "LC Tioubleshooting" install-

ment. These strategies are all about being

prepared - what you can do in advance

that will shorten the down time when a

method does fail.

It's All About Robustness

The International Conference on Har-

monization (ICH) provides a series of

documents that provide guidance for

workers in the pharmaceutical industry

when developing, validating, and using

LC methods for the analysis of pharma-

ceutical compounds and their impurities.

Two key documents for the current dis-

cussion are "Q2A Text on Validation of

Analytical Procedures" (1) and "Q2B

Validation of Anaiytical Procedures:

Methodology" (2). Both of these docu-

ments, as well as many other regulatory

documents, can be found at the Food

and Drug Administrations (FDA) web-

site listed in the references. Although

these documents are prepared specifically

with agency-regulated pharmaceutical

methods in mind, the information they

contain applies equally well to most LC

ethods for routine analysis

The word rhat describ.s the task at

hand is "robustness." Q2A defines

robustness as follows (1):

"The robustness ofan analytical proce-

dure is a measure of its capaciry to

remain unaffected by small, but deliber-

ate variations in method parameters and

provides an indication of its reliabiliry

during normal usage."

This is complemented by a statement

about robustness testing from Q2B (2):

"The evaluation of robustness should

be considered during the development

phase and depends on the type ofproce-

dure under study. It should show the reli-

abiliry of an analysis with respect to

deliberate variations in method

Parameters."
Both quotations refer to "deliberate

variations in method parameters." This

implies that some formal testing should

be done. \7e need to deliberately test

what will happen when the LC method

condit ions are changed in a way that

might happen by accident or other nor-

mal variation in the method. Lett con-

sider which parameters might be good to

test.

The Key Variables

Most methods wil l  exhibit  more sensit iv-

iry to changes in some experimental

parameters as opposed to others.'What

should be tested? Q2B lists mobile phase

pH, mobiie phase composition, different

columns, temperature, and flow rate.

These all are parameters that are tested

easily by making deliberate changes in

the method. We will look at each of

these parameters in a moment. Depend-

ing upon the method, one or more of

these might not apply - and additional

parameters can be important.

The important practice here is that

testing should occur before the method is

put into routine use. This would be

' : '
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before validation, if you formally validate

the method. Testing helps you identify

the soft spots in the method, select the

best conditions for operation, and

develop troubleshooting strategies ro cor-

rect problems when they do occur. If you

know, for example, that the method is

very sensitive to small changes in mobile

phase pH, you will take extra care when

adjusting the mobile phase pH, so as to

avoid problems. If you know that the

method will perform adequately at any

temperature between 30 "C and 40 'C,

you can choose to operate at 35 "C so

that some tolerance to error is built into

the method. If you know that the resolu-

tion for a critical peak pair gets worse

with lower percentages of acetonitrile in

the mobile phase and better when more

acetonitrile is used, you will know how

to adjust the mobile phase when you see

the resolution decrease. All of this knowl-

edge will improve the qualiry of the

method, as well as your skills in running

it. Finally, when testing the effect on the

method of changing a variable, do not

look just at retention time - the resolu-

tion of peaks of interest generally is more

important than retention.

Mobile Phase pH

If your sample contains ionizable com-

pounds, the mobile phase pH will be a

variable that will have a profound effect

on retention times. For reversed-phase

methods, it generally is advantageous to

work at a mobile phase pH that converts

the anallte(s) to the un-ionized form.

Under these conditions, the analpe will

be neutral and, thus, less polar, so it will

be more strongly retained. Ionic com-

pounds often are retained poorly under

reversed-phase conditions. For an acid,

more than 99o/o of the compound will be

un-ionized at 2 pH units below the pK".

The same holds for bases at 2 pH units

above the pK". Often the situation is

complicated by the presence of acids and

bases in the same sample and by multiple

pK"s for various analytes, so that a single

mobile phase pH will not convert all

compounds to the un-ionized form. In

addit ion, the column places some practi-

cal restrictions on pH selection. For typi-

cal silica-based reversed-phase columns,

hydrolysis ofthe bonded phase takes

prace a, r".;::;. ;-;5.,
at pH > 8. There are specialty columns

that tolerate conditions outside the 2 1

pH < 8 limits, especially on the high

end.

The net effect of all of these variables

is that the mobile phase pH often is

closer than 2 pH units to the pK" of at

least some compounds in the sample.

This means that the method will be sus-

ceptible to changes in pH. Once you

have determined the best pH for the

method, check the effects of a change in

pH on the separation. I recommend

checking at ieast 10.5 pH units from

the desired pH. \Vhen you find the pH

range that is tolerated, generally it is best

to run the method in the middle of the

range so that some small variation in pH

can be tolerated.

A couple of other pH-related com-

ments should not need to be made, but

ir is surprising how often they are

ignored. First, use a buffer that is effec-

tive at the pH you have chosen. As a

rule, a buffer is effective + 1.5 pH units

from the pKa of the buffer. For LC

methods using W detection, most com-
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monly phosphate is used for 2 < pH <

3.5 and 6 < pH ( 8, whereas acetate is
chosen for 3.5 < pH ( 6. Also, remem-
ber to adjust the pH ofthe buffer before
adding organic to the mobile phase -

pH meters do not give the same readings

when organic solvents are present as rhey
do in water. Finally, the mobile phase pH
and the pK" of sample compounds will
change when tle temperature is changed,
so be sure to thermostat the column.

Mobile Phase Composition

During method development, usually
you will identify the organic solvent that
gives the best separation by testing ace-
tonitrile, methanol, and sometimes
tetrahydrofuran. Then you will adjust the
mobile phase organic concentrarion ro
get the best isocratic separadon or the
starting and ending concentration plus
the slope for the best gradient separarion.
Data you gather during this development
process can be used to help you under-
stand the sensitivity of the method to a
change in the organic composition of the
mobile phase. I often refer to "The Rule
of Three," which states that a 10o/o

change in organic solvent will result in
approximately a three-fold change in
retention factor k. or for well-retained
compounds, retention time. This con-
verts to a 70-20o/o change in retenrion
for a 2o/o change in organic. For your
method, you should quanti$, this
approximate rule, so you will know the
impact of a small error in mobile phase
preparation. I recommend checking
+2-5o/o organic for isocraric separarions.
For gradients, check -2-5o/o initid.

organic with +2-5o/o final organic, and
vice versa. As with the other parameters,
it generally is best to center your method
conditions in the middle of a region
where a small increase or decrease the in
the parameter setting can be tolerated.

Different Columns
\(hereas the mobile phase composir ion
can be varied in a continuous manner
and is under the operatort control, col-
umn changes are discrete, and under the
control of the column manufacturer.
Eventually, the LC column will no
Ionger provide a sarisfactory separation
and must be replaced. You would like to

www ch ro matog ra p hyo n I i ne,co m

be sure that the nexr column you buy
wil l  give an equivalent separarion -

thus, the "use column X, or equivalent"
statement in many methods. Just what is
equivalent? First, you should check to
make sure the column you have chosen
will really do the job. A check of three
columns is a good place to staft. This
should include two columns from the
same batch and one from another batch.
By batch, I mean the silica parricles ro
which the bonded phase is attached. This
test will give you an idea of the column-
to-column variabiliry you will encounter
under normal conditions. Column repro-
ducibiliry is much better with today's
high-puriry rype B silica columns than
the rype A columns that were more com-
mon 15 years ago. Hopefully, your
understanding ofthe effect ofthe other
variables (pH. percent organic, rempera-
ture, and so forth) will help you decide
how to adjust the conditions to achieve a
successful separation when minor
changes in the column are encountered.

Depending upon the method and your
company policies, you might need to
have a second source of columns, in case
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the primary supplier can no longer pro-

vide them. If you have been in the LC

business for very long, you know that all

C18 columns are not created equal. A

separation on one manufacturert column

might look substantially different on one

from another manufacturer. Recent pub-

lications on the comparison of column

selectiviry (for example, references 3 and

4) and column vendor's comparison

guides can be used to help guide you in

selection of a truly equivalent column as

a backup for your primary column.

Temperature
I continue to be amazed at how many

people operate their LC systems under
"ambient" conditions - in many labora-

tories this can vary by 5 "C or more over

the course of a year, and sometimes over

a days time! A good guideline is that

retention for reversed-phase separations

changes by approximately 2o/o for each

I "C change in temperature. It is easy to

see that in many laboratories, ret€ntion

time changes of 30 s or more can occur

during a days run. This could cause a

peak to drift out of a data system peak

window or to be confused with another

closely eluted compound. Furthermore,

changes in selectiviry as a result of tem-

perature changes can compromise the

resolution of a method, especially for

ionic compounds. You should include

temperature control as a standard part of

every LC method. I recommend starting

with a temperature slightly above room

temperature, so that it is easy to control,

such as 35'C. \(hen you have selected

the final temperature, check the impact

of the temperature on the separation by

checking the method at -f 5 'C from the

normal setting. Select the final condi-

tions in a region where a few degrees

fluctuation will not cause the method to

fail.

Flow Rate

For most isocratic applications, mobile

phase flow rate merely affects retention,

so little impact on resolution will be

seen. In gradient elution, on the other

hand, flow rate can result in changes in

selectiviry. However, in either case, rhe

change in flow rate will be much less

than 10olo, except in cases ofsevere leaks,

check valve failures, or improper instru-

ment settings. For modern 3-5 p,m par-

ticle columns, these small changes in

flow rate will not have any noticeable

effect on peak width. Thus, normally

encountered flow rate changes are

unlikely to have any negarive impact on

the separation, but it is easy to check to

determine the effect of a + l0%o change

in flow rate.

Validation

Depending on company policy, govern-

ment regulations, and personai prefer-

ence, you might or might not have to

include robustness testing as part of the

val idation. IFyou have shown in your

method development process that

changes in one or more variables do not

negatively impact the method, that is

probably ample evidence to obviate test-

ing of the variable during validation.

Some workers like to check each variable

independently, whereas others use a mul-

tiparameter experimental design

approach that will minimize the number

of experiments required to evaluate the

effect of the various parameters. In any

event, it is a good idea to include some

robustness testing in the method valida-

tion process. By showing the effect of

changes in the various parameters, and

including these data in your method

document, you can make life easier on

the end user of the method. For example,

peaks A and B might move together as

the column ages, but you have shown

that A and B can be pulled apart by an

increase in temperature, as little as 3 "C.

Now, when you see the problem, you

know how to adjust the method to keep

it operating properly - and still be

within the allowable method conditions.

Conclusions

If you do your method development

with a goal of gaining a better under-

standing of how peaks move relative to

each orher as condir ions are changed,

you will find that troubleshooting will be

much easier. You will know what small

change in one or more parameters will be
required to bring the method back into

specifications. A good system suitabiliry

test will allow you to evaluate the

method performance before you run

valuable samples. If you include allow-

able adjustments as part of the method

document, you can make such changes

when system suitabiliry fails, and be back
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up and running quickly. Ifyou do not

build flexibiliry into the method, much

more work will be required to test and

document even small changes in the

method.

Some people look at the ICH recom-

mendations for robustness tesring as

placing extra requirements on us that
inhibit  us lrom doing the imporrant parr

of our work. A better perspective is that

they encourage us to produce a better

product - our method. If we do "good

science," we should not have to worry so

much about regularory restr ict ions.
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Erratum
Figure 1 on page 32 of rhe January 2006
insta-llment of LC Tioubleshooting fl.\(li
Dolan, LCGC 2411), 32 [2006]) was
incorrect. The gradient overlays in the
two chromatograms were reversed: Figure
la is for a system with 3.5 mL dwell vol-
ume and should have the overlay that is
shown in Figure lb, and vice versa. A dis-
cussion of this will be given in the May
2006 LC Tioubleshooting column.


